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Classroom Management

Curriculum/Lesson Plans/Development
(1997). *ESL Standards for Pre-K-12 Students*. Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages, Inc.


**Methodology**


Theoretical Framework


Linguistics/Grammar


Ferrer J. and Werner de Poleo. (1938). *Bridge the Gap: A guide to the development of acquisition activities targeting grammar and meaningful communication*. Alenamy Press.


**Professional Development**


Egbert J. (2003). *Becoming Contributing Professionals*. Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages, Inc.


**Research**


Assessment


**Technology/Resources**


1. ESL Library. ESL Library is one of the best online resources that offer excellent ESL teaching materials. Whether you’re teaching grammar, sentence structures, dialogues or debates, you’ll find endless practices and activities that fit your students here. The site is used by hundreds of thousands of ESL teachers all over the world. The teaching materials are not only effective but also diverse in the format: PDF, flashcards, charts, lists, assessment forms, cheat sheets, templates, video lessons, etc. ESL Library membership starts at $5.42 per month. It’s probably worth it, given the variou